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Laura Fontenas, Ph.D.   presenting     ‘Fishing Motor Exit Point Glia’
Dr. Sarah Kucenas Laboratory
Motor Exit Point (MEP) glia are a centrally derived glial population that myelinate motor nerve roots. 
Following discovery of MEP glia by the Kucenas Lab, MEP glia have been characterized to prevent oligo-
dendrocyte progenitor cell exit from the spinal cord at motor exit points. However, the molecular mechanisms 
that govern the behavior and effects of MEP glia are still largely unkonwn. Dr. Fontenas will present her work 
characterizing MEP glia: she will discuss efforts to identify the molecular pathways required for MEP glial 
development in addition to molecular signatures of MEP glia that are distinct from Schwann cells and other 
traditional myelinating glia that ensheath motor nerves.

Andy Aman, Ph.D.   presenting   ‘Zebrafish scales: a new model of skin
                                                 appendage evolution and development’
Dr. David Parichy Laboratory
Skin appendages, including mammalian hair and bird feathers, are conspicuous features of the adult form. 
Although hair and feather development has been intensely studied for decades, little is known about fish
scale patterning. Dr. Aman will present his work on the developmental regulatory mechanisms that govern 
scale patterning and morphogenesis and will discuss implications of his work on the origin and 
evolution of skin appendages in vertebrates.

The evolutionary transition from outcrossing to self-fertilization is commonly-observed in flowering plants and 
has profound ecological and evolutionary consequences.  The process of range expansion has the potential to 
shape the evolution of the mating system through both adaptive and non-adaptive processes. Dr. Koski will 
discuss how rapid range expansion has shaped geographic patterns in the mating system of the widespread 
flowering plant, Campanula americana.

Dr. Laura Galloway Laboratory

Matt Koski, Ph.D.   presenting   ‘Post-glacial range expansion and the 
            evolution of the mating system’

Embryos of Xenopus laevis use a number of morphogenic machines, each of which use specific force generating
cell motilities and take advantage of tissue biomechanical properties. Cell motility and these biomechanical 
properties in turn coordinately work to give rise to the basic elements of the adult body plan within the early 
embryo.  A newly characterized machine, Convergent Thickening, is driven by developmentally programmed 
changes in cell-cell affinity, and appears likely to be among amphibians.  Dr. Shook will discuss his exploration 
of the cellular and molecular basis of this machine.

Dr. Ray Keller Laboratory

David Shook, Ph.D.   presenting   ‘Convergent Thickening, a morpho-
                                     genic machine driven by tissue surface tension’


